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Abstract The linear instabilities of incompressible confluent mixing layer and boundary layer were

analyzed. The mixing layers include wake, shear layer and their combination. The mean velocity

profile of confluent flow is taken as a superposition of a hyperbolic and exponential function to

model a mixing layer and the Blasius similarity solution for a flat plate boundary layer. The stability

equation of confluent flow was solved by using the global numerical method. The unstable modes

associated with both the mixing and boundary layers were identified. They are the boundary layer

mode, mixing layer mode 1 (nearly symmetrical mode) and mode 2 (nearly anti-symmetrical mode).

The interactions between the mixing layer stability and the boundary layer stability were examined.

As the mixing layer approaches the boundary layer, the neutral curves of the boundary layer mode

move to the upper left, the resulting critical Reynolds number decreases, and the growth rate of the

most unstable mode increases. The wall tends to stabilize the mixing layer modes at low frequency.

In addition, the mode switching behavior of the relative level of the spatial growth rate between the

mixing layer mode 1 and mode 2 with the velocity ratio is found to occur at low frequency.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

18

19 1. Introduction

20 Linear stability of the flat plate boundary layer flow is a
21 classical flow problem, which has been fully studied by
22 researchers.1 The numerical solution obtained via solving the

23Orr-Sommerfeld stability equation is useful and reliable1–3 in
24describing the characteristics of an initial stage of boundary
25layer transition. The neutral curve of the flat plate boundary
26layer describes the stable area and the unstable area in the
27coordinate system formed by Reynolds number and frequency,
28showing the instability characteristics viewed from a linear per-
29spective. Besides, the linear stability results can be utilized as
30initial-boundary conditions for direct numerical simulation
31or large eddy simulation in order to further study flow evolving
32process downstream. For instance, by forcing T-S disturbance
33waves solved from linear stability calculations at the inlet of a
34flat plate boundary layer, Joslin et al.4,5 performed numerical
35studies on the boundary layer transition induced by
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36 subharmonic waves and got the downstream nonlinear evolv-
37 ing characteristics of the subharmonics and their higher har-
38 monics. The simulated flow transition agrees well with
39 experimental results. Recently, some numerical transition pre-
40 diction models are developed to study boundary layer transi-
41 tion phenomenon.6,7

42 Flow phenomena of mixing layers, including shear layer
43 and wake, are very common in various fluid machineries. Same
44 as the flat plate boundary layer flow stability problem, both
45 shear layer and wake flow stabilities have been studied exten-
46 sively and systematically.8–11 For a wake flow, there exist
47 two unstable modes8,9 which are symmetric and anti-
48 symmetric respectively. Of these two modes, the growth rate
49 of the symmetric mode is higher, which has been confirmed
50 by experiments.9 For a shear layer flow, there is only one
51 unstable mode at a given disturbance frequency.10,11 Taking
52 a hyperbolic tangent function as the mean flow velocity profile
53 for a shear layer, Michalke10 studied the spatial growth char-
54 acteristics of disturbance for an incompressible inviscid shear
55 layer, and showed the variations of eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
56 tions with disturbance frequency. Koochesfahani and Frieler11

57 analyzed the linear stabilities of the mixing layer consisting of
58 a wake and a shear layer. In their investigations, a hyperbolic
59 tangent function and an exponential function are applied for
60 the shear layer mean flow and the wake mean flow, respec-
61 tively. The density differences of two streams are taken into
62 consideration. If the high-density fluid is located on the low-
63 speed stream side, both the unstable shear layer mode and
64 wake mode have almost the same growth rate. Otherwise the
65 instability characteristics are similar to the mixing layer flow
66 with uniform stream density, in which the shear layer mode
67 is dominant.
68 The confluent wake and boundary layers are often observed
69 in the multi-element airfoil with high lift. When an aircraft
70 takes off or lands, the slat and the flap of its airfoil move for-
71 ward and backward respectively to increase lift, forming a
72 multi-element airfoil system. When the wake generated by
73 the slat develops downstream, it will locate above the succeed-
74 ing element, or main element, and the confluent wake and
75 boundary layer flow occur over a significant portion of the
76 main element. The main element wake may interact with the
77 boundary layer of the succeeding flap so as to form a confluent
78 wake and boundary flow, too. Experiments12,13 show that the
79 confluent wake and boundary layer can exhibit entirely differ-
80 ent behavior depending on the operation conditions such as
81 Reynolds number and the relative position among the airfoil
82 elements.
83 Except for the multi-element airfoil, the confluent mixing
84 and boundary layers can be observed in the combustor of
85 scramjet engines. In the duel-mode scramjet combustor, the
86 strut14,15 with fuel injection is usually employed to enhance
87 fuel/air mixing. The shear layer at the strut trailing edge inter-
88 acts with the boundary layer near the combustor chamber
89 wall, and consequently the confluent shear layer and boundary
90 layer flow appears. For the dual combustor ramjet16–19, the
91 fuel-rich gas from the gas generator mixes with the supersonic
92 air flow from the inlet, and the resulting mixing layer which
93 contains a wake and a shear layer is restricted by the main
94 combustor chamber wall, which leads to the confluent reacting
95 mixing and boundary layer flow. In such a confluent flow, the
96 combusting behavior of the mixing layer may be dramatically

97different from that of the mixing layer without the restriction
98of the chamber wall.
99One author of this paper conducted the instability analysis
100for the incompressible and compressible confluent wake and
101boundary layers.20,21 For the incompressible confluent flow,
102one instability mode associated with the boundary layer and
103the other instability mode associated with the wake were iden-
104tified. The wake changes the shape of the boundary layer neu-
105tral curve, and the resulting critical Reynolds number
106decreases. In addition, the wake leads to the instability mode
107associated with the boundary layer to be further unstable,
108and this instability tends to be strengthened with the velocity
109defect of the wake.20 Therefore, the wake plays an important
110role in the linear development process of the boundary layer
111disturbance wave and the initial stage of flow transition. At
112high speeds, in contrast to the incompressible results, a
113reduced position between the wake and the boundary layer
114has a strong stabilizing effect on the growth rates of both
115the first and the second modes associated with the boundary
116layer.21

117It should be noted that under the practical engineering
118application the initial mean velocity profile for a mixing layer
119almost has not only a wake component due to the boundary
120layers on the two sides of the splitter plate, but also a shear
121layer component due to the velocity difference of the two
122streams. Such a mixing layer containing a wake and a shear
123layer interacts with a boundary layer and forms the confluent
124mixing and boundary layer flow, which is taken into consider-
125ation in the present paper. The linear stability theory is used to
126study the instability of the confluent flow, with the focus on the
127flow stability interactions between the mixing layer and the
128boundary layer. The confluent mean flow model is the direct
129superposition of the Blasius boundary layer flow and the mix-
130ing layer flow, where a hyperbolic tangent function is chosen
131for the shear layer and an exponential function is chosen for
132the wake. The disturbance amplitude of the confluent flow is
133assumed to be small enough so that it can be described by
134the Orr-Sommerfeld stability equation. The central differential
135scheme with the sixth order accuracy is used to discretize the
136stability equation and the resulting discretization equation is
137solved using the global numerical method. The whole eigen-
138value spectrum including the discrete and continuous part is
139obtained. The instability modes associated with the boundary
140layer and the mixing layer are identified. The effects of the crit-
141ical gasdynamic and geometric parameters on those instability
142modes are analyzed and the instability characteristics of the
143confluent flow are obtained.
144The confluent mixing and boundary layer flow model is
145given in the following section and then the Orr–Sommerfeld
146equation is briefly derived. It is followed by the global numer-
147ical method, discussion for the confluent flow stability analyses
148and concluding remarks.

1492. Confluent flow model

150The confluent flow considered here consists of a flat plate
151boundary layer and a mixing layer which is located a certain
152distance away from the flat plate. The mean velocity profile
153of the confluent flow is the superposition of that of the bound-
154ary layer and that of the mixing layer.
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